NO. 947A TIERED FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone
42", 60", 84" Bowls
Any finial of proportionate size may be used. Pool not included.
No. 947 is a bowl and pedestal type fountain. The 947 series is the most rugged of all the cast stone fountains. It has many features which make it particularly desirable. It is very easily assembled in the field, it is very strong and it is absolutely frost-proof. Freezing will not hurt this fountain. Just shut it off in the winter, drain it and let the snow and ice accumulate. The bowls are available from 18” to 84” diameter. This fountain comes equipped with a metal armature which uses recirculated water.

NO. 947 FOUNTAIN BOWLS & PEDESTALS
Cast Stone, available in five sizes:
Bowls - 18”w, 30”w, 42”w, 60”w, & 84”w
Pedestals - 9”h, 12”h, 18”h, 24”h, 36”
Each may be purchased separately.
NO. 1075 FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone, 80"h
Base 26"h X 34" diameter
This fountain is ready to receive any appropriate ornament on the top.

NO. 946A 4 TIERED FOUNTAIN WITH FINIAL
Cast Stone, 90"h
Largest bowl 48" diameter.
Can be self-contained or spill into pool below.
Note: This fountain was recarved in 2000. All the nodes are being changed to look like pedestal No. 1103.
NO. 946 E 5 TIERED FOUNTAIN WITH FINIAL
Cast Stone, 10’h
This large fountain must be used with a pool and should be at least 14’ to 16’ in diameter.
Bowl sizes are: 72”, 48”, 36”, 30” and 24”.

NO. 946B 2 TIERED FOUNTAIN WITH FINIAL
Cast Stone, 72”h
Largest bowl 36” diameter.

NO. 946C 2 TIERED FOUNTAIN WITH FINIAL
Cast Stone
Numerous combinations:
72” & 48” Bowls
72” & 36” Bowls
48” & 36” Bowls
36” & 30” Bowls
Can be self-contained or spill into pool below.
Choose your own combination.
NO. 1144
Cast Stone, 27"h X 27"w

NO. 1144A FOUNTAIN TOP ONLY
Cast Stone
57"h X 60"w X 63/4" projection
This is a larger version of No. 1144. This can accept a pipe up to 1 1/2" in the mouth. Special adaptors can raise the height of this piece. Use No. 275 Curbing to make the pool.

NO. 1144 FOUNTAIN & POOL
40"h
Pool 62"w
The pool can be used separately.
NO. 1055 FOUNTAIN & POOL
Cast Stone
Pool 96"diameter X 10"h
Fountain 64"h
Block in center is 10"h.
Large shell is 30"diameter.

NO. 2442 JUG BOY
Cast Stone, 20 1/2"h
This is an authentic and accurate reproduction. It can be used in an arrangement as illustrated with a recirculating pump. This particular pool is not available. We recommend using a Lead pool (see Borders Section) or a Cast Stone pool (See Pools and Curbings).
Figure available in Lead or Bronze.

NO. 1143 STONE FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone
52"h X 62"w
Any other figures can be substituted or the monolithic pool (No. 1143) can be used separately

NO. 1160 FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone, 78"h
Pool is 10"h X 96"diameter
Figures are 31"h, 14"diameter base and 11"diameter top.
NO. 1248 FOUNTAIN, SELF CONTAINED
Cast Stone
48"h X 40"diameter
Pedestal 19"h
Base 27"diameter
This fountain can be made self contained or it can drip into a pool.
All components may be purchased separately.

NO. 4845 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 947 SHELL AND NO. 2227A LEAD PINEAPPLE
Cast Stone, 12'h X 5'w
Center pedestal and one of the No.947 series bowl with a special pedestal for the pineapple. Size may vary. Can be used with water jets.

NO. 4860 FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone
72"h, top bowl 20"diameter, bottom bowl 48"diameter, and the base has a 32"diameter.
Self contained or to overflow into a pool. No. 1783 Acorn is also a suitable finial.

NO. 4538 MUSICIANS FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone fountain with Lead figures and made with many of our numerous variety of components.
NO. 605 BOWL
Lead
Available in four sizes:
18", 24", 36", & 48"
Can be made into cascading self-contained, recirculating pool fountain. As little as two bowls and as many as four bowls can be used.
All hand-hammered and shaped.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 669 ITALIAN PEASANT FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone
30 1/2"h X 24 1/2"w X 30"d
A replica of a fountain found in Italy where peasants cooled their feet and dogs had a drink. This is a self contained recirculating fountain.

NO. 669A CASCADE FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone
Each fountain section is 24 1/2"w X 30"d X 30 1/2"h.
Using four recirculating fountains with a Lead or Bronze rosette from the upper tier makes a beautiful addition to a garden or courtyard.

NO. 1328 CASCADE FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone
Can be made into self contained recirculating fountain.
NO. 1239 FOUNTAIN WITH FROG & LILY PADS
Cast Stone with Lead or Bronze leaves and frog
Under the frog is the pump equipment. A feature for lights can be added. The pool is made from our No. 275 curbing and can be in any size and shape.

NO. 4757 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 1075 CENTER & NO. 275 CURBING
Cast Stone, 16’ X 12’
Stone fountain arrangement using center fountain No. 1075 with pool curbing No. 275.

NO. 4723 FOUNTAIN USING NO. 2470 LEAD FISH & NO. 507 STONE PEDESTAL
Cast Stone/Lead

NO. 4763 FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone
Pool is 96” diameter, and shell is 26” diameter.
Pool uses No. 275 curbing. Column is No. 327 or No. 260 and the shell is No. 897. Figure at top is No. 2889. The other figures are No. 968 with Frog and No. 156. This is a suggested, very busy, fountain arrangement.

NO. 1345 FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone
Fountain with No. 946 Bowl and No. 972 Otter Girl.

NO. 1239 FOUNTAIN WITH FROG & LILY PADS
Cast Stone with Lead or Bronze leaves and frog
Under the frog is the pump equipment. A feature for lights can be added. The pool is made from our No. 275 curbing and can be in any size and shape.
NO. 946D SINGLE SHELL & FIGURE FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone, 72” diameter shell, figure is No. 677. Spills into pool below. Other figures can be used. Choose your own combination. Inquire.

NO. 4724 FOUNTAIN WITH LEAD “MADONNA”
Cast Stone
Uses No. 946 bowl 48” in diameter with Madonna No. 2893 30’h in lead. The pool is 8’ in diameter and is made of our No. 275 curbing.

NO. 947B COMPLETE TIERED FOUNTAIN WITH FINIAL
Cast Stone, 30”, 42”, 60” Bowls

NO. 4959 PUMP CASE AND FOUNTAIN ARRANGEMENT
Cast Stone
17” diameter X 16’h
This pump case acts as a pedestal for almost any statue or other ornamental piece. It has four lead shells on the outside, all of which are controlled individually with small valves. The recirculating water is pumped directly to these shells.

NO. 4728 FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone
Lively stone fountain using No. 946B fountain complete with pool. This illustration is a suggested composition. Please inquire.
NO. 4760 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 964 "GAZER" FIGURE
Cast Stone
Fountain composed of No. 275 curbing 60"diameter, and the No.12 pumpcase sitting directly in the water. A pump can be installed and the water jets fasten to the side of the pump-case to liven up this fountain.

NO. 4741 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 1144 LION
Cast Stone
84"w X 42"projection, with figure No. 1144 the total height is 54" A wider pool can be furnished.

NO. 4762 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 1034 FIGURE & NO. 1143 POOL SHAPE
Cast Stone
96"w X 72"projection
Uses Figure No. 1034 and Pool shape No. 1143. The base under the figure is No. 1092.

NO. 4742 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 1065 BIRDBATH & NO. 275 CURBING
Cast Stone
No. 275 curbing, 96"diameter X 10"h

NO. 4760 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 964 "GAZER" FIGURE
Cast Stone
Fountain composed of No. 275 curbing 60"diameter, and the No.12 pumpcase sitting directly in the water. A pump can be installed and the water jets fasten to the side of the pump-case to liven up this fountain.
Shown here is a cascade tiered fountain. Nos. 897 (above) & 897A (at left) are basically the same except for differences in size. The following arrangements are recommended. Single bowl, 30% or 60% of diameter. Both of these bowls can accommodate figures or ornaments up to 80% of their diameter. Two tiered fountains can use a 60" bottom bowl and a 40" bowl directly above it. The 80% rule still applies. Another two tiered fountain could be a 40" bowl and a 27" bowl above it. An illustration of a three tiered fountain is shown above. It can be sized as indicated in the caption or it could be made of other bowls shown as described above. We also show a four tiered version, No. 897A (at left).
NO. 4845 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 947 SHELL
Cast Stone, 12' X 8'w
Uses No. 275 curbing with center pedestal and one of the 947 series bowl with a special pedestal for the pineapple. Size may vary. Lights can be used as well as other jets.

NO. 4850A TULIP SPRAY
Copper, 24" diameter

NO. 4850 FOUNTAIN WITH TULIP SPRAY
Cast Stone,
Uses No. 275 curbing with center pedestal and No. 4850A Tulip Spray. The pump case which is in the water, is designed to receive the pump and activate the fountain.

NO. 4849 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 1076 PEDESTAL & LEAF
Cast Stone, 12' diameter
Composed of our No. 275 curbing with a No. 1076 pedestal and a special copper leaf arrangement at the top. The pump case which is in the water, is designed to receive the pump and activate the fountain.

NO. 4851 FLORAL FOUNTAIN WITH CAST STONE CURBING
Copper and Lead
96” diameter X 36’h
Composed of No. 275 pool curbing with No. 4076 floral spray arrangement mounted on a lead pump case. Designed to go directly on the customers concrete slab.
NO. 4858 POOL
Cast Stone
96"l X 72"w X 63"h
Fountain with No. 1034 Figure and No. 1092 Pedestal
and uses No. 275 Curbing.

NO. 1146 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 4943 DOLPHIN
Cast Stone
53"h X 32"w, Base 22"h X 18" X 18"
Completely self contained fountain. All parts may be purchased
as separate components.

NO. 4821 FOUNTAIN WITH
NO. 3 DOLPHIN & NO. 2050 SHELL
Cast Stone
Fountain 48"h
Bowl 13"h, Dolphin 21 1/2"h
Fountain components may be purchased separately.
**NO. 695 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 695A CHILD FIGURE**

Cast Stone

Overall dimensions are: 26” diameter X 30”h.

Other figures may be substituted.

**NO. 695A CHILD FIGURE**

Cast Stone, 14 3/4”h

7” diameter base.

---

**NO. 1089 FOUNTAIN**

Cast Stone, 76”h

Bowl 14”h X 60”l X 32”projection

Pedestal 34”h, Figures 28”h X 41”l X 9”d

All pieces may be purchased as separate components.

---

**NO. 1293 SHELL FOUNTAIN**

Cast Stone

Fountain arrangement is 42”w X 48”h.

Can have recirculating pump.

---

**NO. 1110 SHELL ON PEDESTAL**

Cast Stone

60” diameter X 18”h

Base is 28”sq. X 24”h
NO. 1005 3-DOLPHINS ON SHELL FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone, 16 1/2" h

NO. 1006 SHELL
Cast Stone
29"w X 24" deep X 13"h
Base 5"h X 11"w

NO. 1241 SHELL, OTTER GIRL & PEDESTAL
Cast Stone
64"h X 26"w
Shell 24" X 26" with pump pocket
No. 972 Otter Girl 21"h
No. 130 Pedestal 30"h
This fountain composition, using Geraldine Lewis - Amendola’s Otter Girl, has two shells in her hands which drip into the larger shell at the bottom. You will find the Otter Girl among the other statuary in this catalog. Otter Girl is available in two sizes.

NO. 1255 FOUNTAIN WITH BRONZE & COPPER RAINTREE
72"h X 40"w

NO. 1005 3-DOLPHINS ON SHELL FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone, 16 1/2" h

NO. 1006 SHELL
Cast Stone
29"w X 24" deep X 13"h
Base 5"h X 11"w

NO. 1241 SHELL, OTTER GIRL & PEDESTAL
Cast Stone
64"h X 26"w
Shell 24" X 26" with pump pocket
No. 972 Otter Girl 21"h
No. 130 Pedestal 30"h
This fountain composition, using Geraldine Lewis - Amendola’s Otter Girl, has two shells in her hands which drip into the larger shell at the bottom. You will find the Otter Girl among the other statuary in this catalog. Otter Girl is available in two sizes.

NO. 2050 BOY ON SHELL FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone
34"h (including base), 36" diameter
Complete fountain unit with pump included. More elevation can be gained by selecting any one of our many blocks or some similar arrangement.
On the following pages you will see a series of sketches of fountains using urns. These urns can be used in any fountain. The urn could be on a tall pedestal in the center of a fountain or down low in a pool. Urns make beautiful fountains. The water control is in the base. What we have shown you is the minimum conditions; the smallest possible pool and with the urn kept low. The idea of an urn fountain is much more beautiful if the urn is placed higher and the pool larger. You can incorporate your own ideas.

**NO. 920 FOUNTAIN FINIAL USING NO. 1129 FINIAL**
Cast Stone, 28"h
Base 12" X 12"
Piped three ways with bronze armature and copper tubing for water. Pedestal & pool not included.

**NO. 921 FOUNTAIN URN USING NO. 1122 FINIAL**
Cast Stone
52"h X 24"diameter
Base 20" X 20"
Piped five ways with bronze armature and copper tubing for water. Pedestal & pool not included.
NO. 926 URN FOUNTAIN FINIAL
USING NO. 1088 FINIAL
Cast Stone
48"h X 22"diameter
Piped five ways with bronze armature and copper tubing for water. Pedestal & pool not included.

NO. 928 FOUNTAIN FINIAL
USING NO. 1150 FINIAL
Cast Stone
44"h X 21"diameter
Base 13" X 13"
Piped five ways with bronze armature and copper tubing for water. Pedestal & pool not included.
NO. 924 URN FOUNTAIN FINIAL
USING NO. 1084 FINIAL
Cast Stone
44"h
Base 12" X 12"
Piped five ways with bronze armature and copper tubing for water. Pedestal & pool not included.

NO. 923 FOUNTAIN FINIAL
USING NO. 1054 FINIAL
Cast Stone
47"h X 23 1/2"diameter
Base 18"diameter
Piped five ways with bronze armature and copper tubing for water. Pedestal & pool not included.

NO. 922 FOUNTAIN FINIAL
USING NO. 1048 FINIAL
Cast Stone
47"h X 23" diameter
Base 13 1/2" X 13 1/2"
Piped five ways with bronze armature and copper tubing for water. Pedestal & pool not included.
NO. 932 FOUNTAIN URN FINIAL
USING NO. 813 FINIAL
Cast Stone
33”h X 19”diameter
Available in Lead or Bronze
Piped with a single jet with bronze armature and copper tubing for water.
Pedestal & pool not included.
NO. 929 URN FOUNTAIN FINIAL USING NO. 1150 FINIAL
Cast Stone
44"h X 21"diameter
Base 13" X 13"
Piped five ways with bronze armature and copper tubing for water. Pedestal & pool not included.

NO. 930 FOUNTAIN FINIAL USING NO. 1088 FINIAL
Cast Stone
48"h X 22"diameter
Piped five ways with bronze armature and copper tubing for water. Pedestal & pool not included.
NO. 927 URN FOUNTAIN FEATURE
USING NO. 2906 URN
Lead
45”h X 24”diameter
Base 17” X 17”
Piped five ways with bronze armature and copper tubing for water. Pedestal & pool not included. Available in Bronze.

NO. 925 URN FOUNTAIN FINIAL
USING NO.597 URN
Lead
36”h X 29”w
Base 11” x 11”
Piped five ways with bronze armature and copper tubing for water. Pedestal & pool not included. Available in Bronze.
NO. 2475 DUCK & DUCKLINGS FOUNTAIN USING NO. 1503 BORDER FOR POOL
Lead, 26"h
Pool sold separately.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2884A "JUDY WITH FLUTE" FOUNTAIN
Cast Stone pedestal and Lead figure, 60"h
Figure and base only. Pool is sold separately.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4609 FROG POOL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 72"diameter
Fountain assembled from Lead parts. The crane pedestal is made of lead, as are the other parts of the fountain. Completely self-contained with pump.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4610 POOL & FOUNTAIN
Lead, 72"diameter X 70"h
Available in Bronze.
NO. 2949 PINEAPPLE FOUNTAIN WITH BRONZE LEAVES
Lead, 46"h with base, 42"w pool
Designed by Mr. William Maler.
Very sophisticated use of forged bronze leaves
with a verde antique finish on them.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4537 “MUSICIANS” FOUNTAIN
Lead, 72”h X 72”diameter.
The little musicians at the top are trying very hard to
outdo their brothers at the bottom. The larger figures
are standing on a stone base which is used not only as a
pedestal but also as a pump case for the recirculating
pump. Not only do all figures have water piped, but the
upper shell overflows as well.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4733 PINEAPPLE FOUNTAIN DETAIL
Leaves of pineapple are Copper.
Pineapple and pump case are Lead.

NO. 4733 FOUNTAIN WITH LEAD PINEAPPLE
& NO. 275 STONE CURBING
Fountain is 46"h
Pool is 72”diameter uses No. 275 Cast Stone curbing
Leaves of pineapple are Copper. Pineapple and pump case are Lead.
Note: Piped with spray ring or from the top of pineapple. Can also be
made to spray from the top of the leaves.
NO. 2917 COLUMN FOUNTAIN
Lead, 84" h X 22" diameter.
60" diameter pool at bottom
Recirculating pump is in base and water is
pumped up to top and then cascades down from
shell to shell.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4765 DUCK FOUNTAIN
Lead
72" diameter X 8" h border
No. 2475 Duck with Lead pool
using No. 1503 border.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2919 "JUDY WITH FLUTE" FOUNTAIN
Lead
87" diameter, 42" h figure
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4825 GOOSE FOUNTAIN
WITH POOL
Lead, 54" diameter.
Using Lead border No. 1503
and Bird No. 2248.
Available in Bronze.
NO. 4751 FOUNTAIN
Lead, 36” X 36”
Completely hand wrought. The upper bowl has a small jet raising water directly from the center and the leaf-like design is formed so that four spills go into the pool below. This composition is made of our No. 4545 top bowl ornament and a No.1502 border design. Available in Bronze.

NO. 4756 FOUNTAIN WITH FIGURE
Lead, 72”h
Lead fountain using Figure No. 2407 which is 30 1/2"h with Lead bottom bowl No. 2106A, 25”diameter. The cistern is 42” across the flat side and is 24”h. Available in Bronze.

NO. 2916 KNEELING CHILD WITH POOL
Lead
30”diameter 10”h figure
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4745 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 889 CHILD WITH SHELL
Lead and Cast Stone combination
Overall size is 51 1/2”h X 84”w X 66”projection. Figure is 36”h, Pool 10”h No. 4745 Fountain arrangement, using No. 889 Stone child with shell and No. 1278 Cast Stone pedestal modified as a pumpcase, in Lead pool made of No. 2360 Lead border. Pump is included.
NO. 93 FOUNTAIN & PIPING BOY NO. 2453
Cast Stone shell with Lead figure
Shell 13 1/2”h X 28 1/2”diameter.
Shown on No.91 Pedestal.

NO. 906 PIPING BOY ON
NO. 2102 SHELL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 40”h
No. 2102 Shell 21”w
Self contained unit, water recirculates from the shell with its own built in electric pump. We also furnish this figure with a similar pump arrangement on shell No. 2007 which gives a greater width. No.2007 also available in 28”w and 36”w. Available in Bronze.

NO. 2000A PAN WITH PIPES ON SHELL
Lead
21”h X 21”diameter
Shell can be piped.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2000 PAN WITH PIPES ON SHELL
Lead
17 1/2”h X 15”diameter
Shell can be piped.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2000B PAN ON LEAD ROCK
Lead
13”h & 17”h
Available in Bronze.
NO. 903 DANCING GIRL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 35"h X 23"diameter
Should be used in pool.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2239 DANCING GIRL
Lead, 32"h
No. 2445 figure with 21"diameter Lead shell
and Lead base.

NO. 4750 FOUNTAIN WITH FIGURE NO. 2103
Lead
22"h with a No. 2402 bowl,
21"diameter. The whole device
recirculates from the cistern like
pumpcase.

NO. 896 DANCING GIRL FIGURE WITH SHELL AND BIRD
Lead, 38"h
Piped in Copper with two
water jets at the hinge of
the shell.
Available in Bronze.
FOUNTAINS

NO. 1664 BOY WITH TRAY AND JET
Lead, 41” High
May be furnished without jet.
You may also use our dolphin base, 24”h X 26” diameter with a special triform stone pedestal, 12”h, making the entire arrangement 67”h.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 1664 BOY WITH TRAY AND JET
Lead, 41” high
May be furnished without jet.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4554 CATTAIL FOUNTAIN
Bronze, 30”h
Pump can be located in base.
Special sizes to order.

NO. 2208A FIGURE
Lead, 25”h
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4076 FLORAL ARRANGEMENT WITH LEAD PUMPCASE
Copper/Bronze

NO. 2215 DOLPHIN BASE ON CAST STONE BASE
Lead, 24”h
The Dolphin base is set on a 12”h tri-form stone base.
Available in Bronze.
NO. 2843 FOUR FROGS FOUNTAIN
Lead
16”h X 23”diameter
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2902A FROG FOUNTAIN ON SWAN BASE
Lead
31”h X 30”diameter
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2043 CHILD WITH FISH FOUNTAIN
Lead, 42”h
Base is No. 2215, 36”h
on Cast Stone triform.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2021 FIGURE WITH SHELL
Lead, 25”h
Can be piped.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4099 FLOWER SPRAY WITH NO. 12 PUMPCASE
Copper Flowers on Cast Stone pumpcase.
NO. 1249 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 2889 LEAD FIGURE
Cast Stone and Lead
26”h X 26”diameter
Can be piped for water to flow from the pipes.
A self-contained recirculating pump can be used.
The figure, available in Lead only, can be purchased separately.

NO. 4852 FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 2050 SHELL, NO. 103 FIGURE, NO. 92 PEDESTAL
Cast Stone
Pedestal 12” X 12”, figure 35”h, shell 36” diameter

NO. 4729 PIPING BOY FOUNTAIN ENTERTAINING HIS FRIENDS, THE KING FROGS.
Lead
Approximate overall height is 54”.
This is a conceptual illustration. The octagonal Cast Stone base is 26” high and 261/2” across flats and acts as pumpcase.
Shop drawing on request.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2921 CHILD ON SHELL FOUNTAIN
Lead
Using shell No. 2007 (28” or 36”diameter) or No. 2102, (26”diameter) with figure No. 1679.
Other figures may be substituted.
Two frogs can be at the edge of the shell.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4749 FOUNTAIN WITH “JUDY & FLUTE” & KING FROGS
Lead, 54’h
Available in Bronze.
FOUNTAIN AT THE CHARLESTOWN RACE TRACK
in Charlestown, West Virginia
Architectural Concepts designed for Warfel Construction.

NO. 622 LOTUS LEAF JET/SHELL
Lead
4 1/4" diameter
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2935 RAIN TREE FLOOR FOUNTAIN
Lead, 81"h X 56"w
Tree is made of Copper with green patina.
Recirculating pump is located in the base of the tree.
Available in Bronze.
WALL FOUNTAINS

NO. 2932 VINE FLOOR FOUNTAIN
Lead, 72"h X 57"w
Designed to sit on floor. Water is recirculated and spilled down over the vines into bottom pool.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2933 FLOOR FOUNTAIN
Lead, 69"h X 41"w
Suitable to receive any piece of statuary on its corbel. Recirculating pump in pool.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2934 WILLOW TREE FLOOR FOUNTAIN
Lead, 77"h X 57"w
The willow tree is made of green patinated Copper. Recirculating pump is located in the base of the pool.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2936 RAIN TREE FLOOR FOUNTAIN
Lead, 81"h X 56"w
Tree is made of green patinated Copper. Recirculating pump is located in the base of the pool.
Available in Bronze.
NO. 894 FOUNTAIN WITH LEAD PIPING BOY
Stone/Lead
Piping Boy No.2453 on a 30" pedestal with a pump case at the bottom. The pipes are piped to spill into pool below. The wrought iron trellis is 84"h. The pool shown is reference purposes only. Choose your pool from the Pool Section of this Catalog.

NO. 4752 CORNER FOUNTAIN
Lead
48" X 48" across front, No. 2360 border is 6"h
Specially designed to fit in a corner.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 895 FOUNTAIN WITH LEAD FIGURE NO. 896
Stone/Lead
Dancing Girl No.896 on a 30" pedestal with a pumpcase at the bottom. The shell is piped to spill into pool below. The wrought iron trellis is 84"h. The pool shown is for reference purposes only. Choose your pool from the Pool Section of this Catalog.

NO. 4767 CORNER FOUNTAIN WITH DOLPHINS
Lead, 48"h X48" across front
The two highly decorative dolphins spouting water are from a special French collection.
Available in Bronze.
WALL FOUNTAINS

NO. 2950 LION FLOOR FOUNTAIN
Lead, 67"h X 43"w
Recirculating pump in pool.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4549 FLOOR FOUNTAIN
Lead, 60"h X 56"w
Beautiful detail. Has been produced with the dolphin mask shown or choose your own.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4744 FLOOR FOUNTAIN WITH LEAD WALL PLATE
Cast Stone, 72"h X 72"w
Lead Lion Mask No. 2145. This is a very lively fountain.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2912 FOUNTAIN BOWL
Lead, 60"l
Gift of Mr. Keith Funston to Trinity College.
Available in Bronze.
INSTALLATION OF A LEAD WALL FOUNTAIN

1. Install plastic cord seal into 1/2” threaded fitting.

2. Cut plug off of electric wire to pump and thread through the plastic cord seal. Leave just enough electric cord in fountain to conveniently place the pump and also to move it for cleaning. Tighten the cord seal just enough to seal it against the cord.

3. Make a paper template of the back of the backplate including the bolt holes and piping connections. Use this to mark the wall where the fountain is to be placed. Be sure that there is structure in the wall to mount the fountain to. It is up to you to determine that the structure is adequate to carry the load.

4. Set yourself up so that you can simultaneously make the electric and water connections. It would be ideal to be able to make the electrical connection on the other side of the wall so that if the pump ever dies you will be able to replace it without removing the fountain from the wall. Then mount the fountain to the wall using only the screws provided. Note: it is more important to level the shell or bowl than it is to level the back of the fountain. With lead there is a certain amount of adjustment you can do to the bowl after installation but you want to start as level as possible.

5. Assemble the pump in the bowl using the tubing, etc. provided. Fill with water.

6. Adjust the water flow.

7. Stand back and look at the fountain. Look at the bowl. If it is lead and sagging or misshapen in any way, use a rubber mallet to carefully bump it the way you want it to go. Don’t get overly ambitious here! You could end up with more problems than you want.

8. Install the rosettes on the mounting screws. Place the cover over the pump.

9. Maintenance: Clean with soft cloth and, at the most, a mild non-abrasive cleanser. Wax with either a paste wax or Pledge (or equal). If the pump dies you may have to remove the fountain from the wall (see 4 above) to replace it because of the electric supply. So keep these instructions for the future.

Note: No’s. 4816 and 4817, the pump must be located behind wall. If free-standing, consider using pedestal No. 130 to hide the pump.

NO. 4816 WALL FOUNTAIN
WITH LION SPOUT
Cast Stone
Overall 28”h X 21 1/2”w with a 17” projection.

NO. 4817 WALL FOUNTAIN
WITH ROSETTE
Cast Stone
Overall 28”h X 21 1/2”w with a 17” projection.

NO. 2377 WALL BASIN
Lead
Available in two sizes:
22”w or 28”w
With or without spills.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2377 SPILLWAY
Recirculating pumps can be located in most wall fountains within the shell area and are not included in the price.

**NO. 291 FROG WALL FOUNTAIN**
Lead
26"h X 19"w X 8" projection
Wall fountain with pump pocket using plaque No. 291 and bowl No. 4583.
Available in Bronze.

**NO. 4548 WALL FOUNTAIN**
Lead
16"w X 16"h
Available in Bronze.

**NO. 4789 WALL FOUNTAIN SPILLWAY**
Lead, 16"h
Used as a recirculating spillway to a larger pool below. It is similar to our No. 4548. Has a very shallow projection.
Available in Bronze.

**NO. 4790 WALL FOUNTAIN SPILLWAY**
Lead, 22"h X 28"w
This spillway is for water to flow into a larger pool below which can function from a recirculating pump located in the pool.
Available in Bronze.

Some of the self-contained Lead wall fountains may be modified to overflow into a lower pool, for an additional charge.
NO. 2062A DOLPHIN FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 2136 BOWL
Lead
Overall is 39”h
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2062 WALL DOLPHINS WITH TWISTED TAILS
Lead, 18 1/2”h X 17”w
English reproduction. Piped.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2062B DOLPHIN FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 2414 BOWL
Lead
Projection is 15”d X 30”w
Backplate 28”h X 24”w. Overall height is 44”.
Built in pumpcase.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4665 WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 19”w
Self-contained recirculating fountain.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4791 DOLPHIN WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead
39”h X 33”w,
9”projection
Available in Bronze.
NO. 4748 RAM’S HEAD WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 26”h overall.
The shell is our No. 4584. The Ram’s Head is No. 2071 and is 11” x 16”.
The bowl itself is 27” wide with a 12” projection.
It can hold a recirculating pump.

NO. 2928 LEAD & WROUGHT IRON WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 24”w x 46”h
Recirculating pump is in lower shell.
Water spouts from upper shell.

NO. 1253A WALL FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 2644 GARDEN FIGURE
Lead, 40”h x 23”w with backplate.
A very attractive fountain.
Any figure can be placed on this corbel. A recirculating pump can be used.

NO. 2929B WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead
4’8”h x 31”w
Lead wall fountain incorporating No. 2105 Lion mask in Bronze with No. 2133 wall bowls and lower bowl No. 2136.

Some of the self-contained Lead wall fountains may be modified to overflow into a lower pool, for an additional charge.
NO. 2918 WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead
19"w X 20"h
Recirculating pump is located in shell, water can come from jet near fiddle.

NO. 2929 WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead
48"h X 31"w
Designed to receive a figure of your choice. May take a figure 24" to 30" high.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2931 TRADITIONAL WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead
35 1/2"h X 19"w
Available in Bronze.

NO. 1253 WALL FOUNTAIN WITH NO. 972 OTTER GIRL
Lead, 40"h X 23"w with backplate.
A very attractive fountain. The Otter Girl which is shown is used only to illustrate the use of this wall fountain and its built in corbel. Any figure can be placed on this corbel. A recirculating pump can be used.

NO. 2930 FROG WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead
18"w X 36"h
Available in Bronze.

Some of the self-contained Lead wall fountains may be modified to overflow into a lower pool, for an additional charge.
NO. 4669 WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 31"w
Self-contained recirculating fountain.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4667 WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 19"w
Variation of No. 4664. Other ornaments shown elsewhere in this catalog may be used on these fountains.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4670 WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead
Available in two sizes: 22"w & 28"w
Self-contained recirculating pump fits in shell.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4666 WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 27"w
A variation of No. 4662.

Some of the self-contained Lead wall fountains may be modified to overflow into a lower pool, for an additional charge.

NO. 4662 WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 27"w
Self-contained recirculating pump located in shell.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4663 WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 27"w
Self-contained recirculating pump located in shell.
Available in Bronze.
NO. 4664 WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 27"w
Self-contained recirculating pump located in shell.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2101 SEAHORSE WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead
15"h X 12 1/2"w
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4743 WALL FOUNTAIN
WITH NO. 2025 DOLPHIN
Lead
No. 2164 Dolphin 17"h
No. 1628 Wall Bowl 18"w
The special lead spillway, 36" supported by an additionally available bracket or shelf created by your contractor, can be placed directly above a pool. Depending on overall size, different components may be suggested. Can be made without spillway. Available in Bronze.

NO. 4859JS CLAM JET SPOUT
Lead
6 1/2"h X 6"w

Some of the self-contained Lead wall fountains may be modified to overflow into a lower pool, for an additional charge.

NO. 4859 WALL FOUNTAIN
Lead, 27"w
Lead wall bowl using a shell as a jet. It can recirculate within itself as shown on the special sectional drawing accompanying it. Available in Bronze.
NO. 1001 WALL BOWL
Cast Stone
60"w X 30" projection, Back 7" thick
In the accompanying photograph, the beautiful assembly designed by Nelson Breed, AIA. At the very bottom is a basin made from our No.275 curbing. Directly above this is No.1001 wall bowl which has a built in counter balance in the wall. Directly above this is our Lead rosette which spills water into the basin and in turn into the pool below. Above the rosette is a cast stone wall capping using No. 692 pine-apples on either side.

NO. 4815 BOWL, INCLUDING CORBEL
Cast Stone
Available in three sizes:
30"w, 44"w and 60"w
Used for cascade wall fountains.
Note: see photo example at the top of page 213
NO. 2047 SHELL
Cast Stone
Available in 29”w, 36”w, 48”w, or 60”w

NO. 2047 SHELL
Cast Stone, 60”w

NO. 2047 SHELL
Cast Stone, 48”w

NO. 2047 SHELL
Cast Stone, 36”w

NO. 2047 SHELL
Cast Stone, 29”w

NO. 4818L BOWL
Cast Stone
19”W X 14 1/2” projection
NO. 2048 SHELL
Cast Stone
8"h X 21"diameter

NO. 2049 SHELL
Cast Stone
24"h X 36"w
Base 15" x 15". Stone only

NO. 37 SHELL
Cast Stone
8"h X 28"diameter
Can not be used to overflow into a pool.

NO. 1006 SHELL
Cast Stone
29"w X 24" deep X 13"h

NO. 131 SHELL
Cast Stone
Available in two sizes:
26"w; approximate weight: 280lbs.
& 36"w; approximate weight: 400lbs.
Pump pocket 7 1/2" X 10"

NO. 2048 & NO. 2049 IN COMBINATION

NO. 2135 WALL SHELL
Cast Stone, 27"w
Can not be used to overflow into a pool.
NO. 2007 SHELL BOWL
Lead
28” and 36” wide, both 25” projection. Can be used as bird bath. May be modified to use as self contained fountain or to spill into pool below. Can be made wider on special order. Available in Bronze.

NO. 2007 SHELL BOWL 28”
Can be used as a Birdbath.

NO. 2007 SHELL BOWL 36”
Can be used as a Birdbath.

NO. 2102 SHELL
Lead
Available in three sizes: 15”, 21”, and 26” diameter. Serves many purposes in and around garden, mainly as bird feeder or bird bath. Available in Bronze.

NO. 2106A ROUND BASIN
Lead
Available in two sizes: 15” diameter and 25” diameter. Available in Bronze.

NO. 2134 ROUND BASIN
Lead
30” diameter Available in Bronze.

NO. 2148 SHELL
Lead
23 1/2”w
Can be used as birdbath. Available in Bronze.

NO. 2335A WALL BOWL
Lead
18”w X 8”deep, 9”projection
Will take recirculating pump. Available in Bronze.

NO. 2134 ROUND BASIN
Lead
30” diameter Available in Bronze.
SHELLS

**NO. 2147 SHELL**
Lead
Available in three sizes:
9” X 7”
12” X 7”
20” X 13”
Can be used as birdbath.

**NO. 2147 9” SHELL**

**NO. 2147 12” SHELL**

**NO. 2147 20” SHELL**

**NO. 2336 OVERFLOW SHELL**
Lead
13”w X 9”
Available in Bronze.

**NO. 2133 CASCADE WALL SHELL**
Lead, 24”w

**NO. 2133 CASCADE WALL SHELL**
Lead, 9”w

**NO. 2133 CASCADE WALL SHELL**
Lead, 12”w

**NO. 2133 CASCADE WALL SHELL**
Lead, 24”w

**NO. 622 LOTUS LEAF JET SHELL**
Lead
4 1/4” diameter
NO. 1628 WALL BOWL
Lead
24”w X 12” projection
Only this size is standard. Additional sizes are available upon request and are hand-hammered. Additional water fill also available upon request.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2334A WALL BOWL
Lead
19”w X 5 1/2”h, with an 8” projection
Small member can be added underneath to accommodate recirculating pump. Additional water fill available upon request.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2136 WALL BOWL
Lead
31”w X 8”h X 9” projection
Additional water fill available upon request.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2414 WALL BOWL
Lead
Available in four sizes:
16”w X 8” projection
20”w X 12 1/2” projection
24”w X 15 1/2” projection
30”w X 18” projection
Additional water fill available upon request.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 4584 WALL SHELL WITH PUMP POCKET
Lead
27”w X 12” projection
Pump pocket. Additional water fill available upon request.
Available in Bronze.

NO. 2135 WALL SHELL
Lead, 27”w
Additional water fill available upon request.
Available in Cast Stone or Bronze.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR TIERED FOUNTAINS WITH CURBING

1. PRECAUTIONS

1.1 Unpack all boxes carefully. Smaller fountain components may be packed separately within a larger container, especially copper armature. These are made to fit your fountain exclusively and are hard for us to duplicate off site. Do not discard packaging materials until all items on packing list are accounted for. While removing fountain components from packaging be attentive of fragile corners and edges. Do not let cast stone come in contact with grease, oils, coffee, etc.

2. TOOLS REQUIRED

A mason and a helper will be required. For heavy components a fork lift or crane as necessary is handy. A 4 1/2" grinder with masonry wheel, a selection of trowels, typical mason tools as well as sandpaper, very coarse steel wool and a 4" level, throw away brushes, soldering wire, flux and torch and non-shrink grout. Plastic shims are provided for raising pool curbing and leveling fountain components. You can also make your own wedges following instructions under pool curbing. Finishing mix is provided to cover the grouted joints, in order to assure an even color throughout.

3. ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS

Level each piece individually before continuing to next component. Curbing pieces should be raised off floor by 1/2" (using shims provided or your own wedges) and placed 1/2" from adjoining piece. Fountain components should be separated 3/8" minimum to allow room for grouting but not more than 3/4". For heavy components use the plastic shims provided and make sure they are "in column" as you build the fountain, especially below and above the pumpcase.

The best way to level fountain bowls is to fill with water and look for an even drip all around. For most of our products this is the only recommended way. While assembling, pay close attention to the fountain as a whole before continuing to the next level. Plumbing should be centered and any design elements should be lined up from bowl to bowl and pedestal to pedestal. Copper and Bronze armature (piping) come partially assembled for the ease of installation; they must be soldered on site. The pipe and copper sizes used are normally available materials from any plumbing supply house. Fountain components are grouted together only after completing the building of the fountain.

4. SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

• Set pumpcase, please note that the pumpcase door remains free - Do not grout!
• Set bottom pedestal, making sure it is level and steady.
• Set bottom bowl, check level with water.
• Attach bronze vertical pipes to top and bottom of largest bronze and copper armature. (This assembly will connect directly to the pump and next armature.) Insert this assembly through the bowl, pedestal and pumpcase, making sure that the copper arms fall into the slots in the bowl island and the top bronze pipe protrudes above bowl. Solder copper arms to bronze cross.
• Place next pedestal and bowl over protruding pipe.
• Remove copper arms from bronze cross that corresponds to next bowl, screw bronze cross to protruding bronze pipe, making sure that the copper arms will connect through the slots in bowl island. Solder copper arms in place.
• Screw bronze vertical pipe to armature. Place next pedestal and bowl over protruding pipe.
• Set the rest of the bowls and pedestals in the same manner as above, making sure to solder all parts securely.
• Fountain finial may sit upon an adapter, which is designed to cover the copper armature in top bowl. Finial usually has a female adapter in the bottom, the top armature and the finial will connect with a pipe nipple.
Examples of some our more popular type fountains. Below center, is No. 275 Curbing with No. 1248 Bowl with pedestal and Pumpcase and No. 2893 Madonna figure. At left, craftsmen fashion the components of a floor fountain. Below left, All Lead wall fountains are rigorously tested during construction to maintain our high standards of quality craftsmanship.

The fountain above is at Laurel Lakes.

This beautiful atrium Fountain is a Sean Miller design for Milton Glaser for the Stony Point office building in Richmond, Virginia.